Water-like Behavior of Formamide: Jump Reorientation Probed by Extended Depolarized Light Scattering.
Water is a strong self-associated liquid with peculiar properties that crucially depend on H-bonding. As regards its molecular dynamics, only recently has water reorientation been successfully described based on a jump mechanism, which is responsible for the overall H-bonding exchange. Here, using high-resolution broad-band depolarized light scattering, we have investigated the reorientational dynamics of formamide (FA) as a function of concentration from the neat liquid to diluted aqueous solutions. Our main findings indicate that in the diluted regime the water rearrangement can trigger the motion of FA solute molecules, which are forced to reorient at the same rate as water. This highlights an exceptional behavior of FA, which perfectly substitutes water within its network. Besides other fundamental implications connected with the relevance of FA, its water-like behavior provides rare experimental evidence of a solute whose dynamics is completely slaved to the solvent.